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INTRODUCTION 

Ryan and Deci's1 psychological needs theory represents that environmental 

and social factors lead to satisfying the basic psychological needs. These needs are 

need to autonomy, need to competence and need to relatedness with people who 

are important for the one. The need to autonomy means the need for freedom in 

one's activities instead of feeling to be under the control or being forced to do 

something. This need will be satisfied when the one feels he acts according to his 

will and his complete understanding of himself 2. The need for competence is the 

need to feel qualified in facing one's environment in a way that the one feels that 

he can control his environmental experiences and he can achieve its various 

challenges 3. The need to relatedness means the need to experience having bond 

with the others, so that the one feels that he is loved safely and affectionate by 

Abstract: The presented research has been followed targeting a review on the relationship 

between dimension of family communication patterns and Basic Psychological Needs Satisfaction. 

The method of the research was based on correlation and statistical society including students 

educating in Dezful's high schools in 2012-2013. They were 379 students(183 boys and 196girls) 

selected through a multi stage random cluster sampling and they completed a revised 

questionnaires of family communication patterns  and Guardia's, Deci and Ryan's need satisfaction  

and the reliability and validity of these techniques have been approved. The result of the multiple 

regression analysis showed that the dialogue dimension has a positive and meaningful influences 

on the three factors of needs satisfaction  but conformity dimension has a negative influence on 

the need for relatedness (among the dimensions of the family communication patterns ). Finally, 

the research findings are good witnesses of parents' influence on satisfying children's 

psychological needs, so that the families who tried to have a dialogue with the children, they also 

pay attention to   their needs. 
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people who are important for him 4. Basic psychological needs theory (BPNT) adds 

new segments to the developed concept of psychological needs ( through a more 

precise look) and their relationship with Psychological health and happiness, so the 

constructive or destructive sub - structures of needs have directly influence on 

one's wellness and his psychological health. This theory claims that all the three 

needs are necessary and if each of them isn't satisfied, it will have separate 

practical cost. 

The family has always been paid attention as the most important human 

system and it has various influences on his health. The other important structures 

in family psychology which has influence on Psychological needs Satisfaction are 

dimension of family communication patterns. 

Vatzlavic et al., introduce family a law making system in which the members 

are constantly defining and redefining the definition of their relation nature based 

on their communication pattern5 .Identifying this pattern helps to identify some of 

the family's action aspects. In fact, identifying various patterns and the styles of 

family relations not only describe but also foresee and describe the family action 

and help us in advices and prescriptions in this regard. 

Scholars have been trying to find out the family relation patterns and classify 

them. Through studying the family relations, Chaffee et al have presented a theory 

in which the family communication patterns have been reflected and it makes the 

family able to comment and describe the social realities and share it with its 

members 6. 

Based on the above mentioned, this research follows a review on family 

environment influence (as the environmental – social factors) for satisfying basic 

psychological needs. It's necessary to mention that as for as the scholars' 

knowledge of this research makes it possible. This review uses family 

communication patterns for the basic needs theory for the first time.  

Meanwhile, Ryan & Deci, the basic psychological needs theorists consider a 

lot of research usefulness for this theory and they mention: ((… Most of the 

important incidents in our social lives are related to the basic psychological needs 

and satisfying these needs can describe these incidents results)) 4.  

The basic psychological needs represents three specifications of the social 

environment that facilitate satisfying these needs: autonomy support, involvement 

and structure 1, 2, 6. In social environments in which autonomy support of the 

individuals is supported, the external pressure on the individuals to show the 

behaviors is the least and they are encouraged to follow the works based on their 

own wills and align with their own goals and personal values 7, 8. Protecting the 

autonomy support and the conformity of dimension regarding the family 

communication patterns 9,10.have an inside out practical similarity. Conformity 

means an emphatic level that the environment has in the similarity of views, values 

and ideas for individuals and parents 9. 
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The second characteristic or involvement means that individuals think those 

who are important so much for them; they love them from the bottom of their 

heart, so they involve themselves in their problems (Cannel & Well born, 1991). The 

third characteristic means whatever that makes the environment stable, consistent 

and for seeable. The social environment which has a structure will transfer 

whatever is expected from the individuals and specifies the consequences of 

achieving or not to achieving these expectations 11. Also, the involvement concepts 

and structure in basic psychological needs theory based on << the dialogue 

dimension >>of family communication patterns represent that there's a practical 

similarity between this relatedness dimensions and environmental characteristics 

of involvement and structure. Dimension means a level of dialogue that a situation 

is provided in which the individuals will be able to lay out their activities, notions 

and personal emotions freely and easily in an expanded beam with their parents12.  

Due to the fact that this dimension ends up with a fruitful and enjoyable 

relationship between the individuals, it is similar to the characteristic of the 

environmental involvement and due to the fact that it's an important tool for 

socializing and transferring the social environment of the individuals, it will become 

similar to the environmental structure. So, with respect to these similarities and 

the infra-analytic research results 13.which show that dialogue dimensions and the 

conformity of the communication patterns have a meaningful relation with various 

cognitive and sociological – psychological consequences, dialogue dimensions and 

family conformity have been used to review the parents' role in satisfying their 

basic psychological needs. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The research approach has in this descriptive research is correlative. Society, 

sample and sampling method the statistical society includes the first grade to 

fourth grade students of Dezful's high school province in academic year of 2013[ 

18047 students (9037 girls and 9007 boys)]. Among all existing high schools, 397 

students were selected through multiple –stage random cluster sampling method. 

17 of the students' data were rejected due to lack of completing the 

questionnaires, so the main sample decreased to 379 people (194 boys and 185 

girls) and they were investigate as the sample group.  

In this research, in order to measure the variable of the reviewed mentioned 

questionnaire, family communication patterns dimensions 9 and psychological 

need satisfaction scale were used: 

The reviewed family communication patterns dimensions questionnaire 
10: in order to define the dialogue status dimensions   and the conformity of the 

family communication patterns reviewed questionnaires 10 were used. This scale 

has 26 questions, each of them having five answers. In order to calculate the 

reliability of this tool in the reviews, the average amount of Cronbach's alpha 0.89 

for the dialogue dimension and 0.79 for the conformity dimension were reported. 

Rahimy and Jocar also calculated the reliability coefficient of this tool through 

Cronbach's alpha and they acquired 0.89 for the dialogue dimension and 0.88 for 
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the coefficient of the conformity dimension and 0.80 for the total scale coefficient. 

Koroshnia 14 reported the reliability of this tool through Cronbach's alpha 0.87 for 

the dialogue dimension and 0.81 for the conformity dimension. In this research, 

the reliability coefficient of this tool through Cronbach's alpha and we acquired 

0.89 for the dialogue coefficient dimension and 0.84 for the conformity coefficient 

dimension and 0.72 for the total scale coefficient. And the reliability coefficient 

through split half's method was 0.83 for the dialogue coefficient dimension and 

0.74 the conformity coefficient dimension and 0.89 for total scale coefficient. 

 

 Psychological need satisfaction scale: 

The basic psychological needs scale have been made by Deci and Ryan 5. It 

analyzes the level of autonomy needs support feeling, competence and having 

relations with the others. The above scale includes 9 items and 3 minor scales. Each 

of these items has 7 degrees (from 1 to 7 including completely wrong to completely 

right). More score in each minor scale means that the testee understands that he 

has been more satisfied regarding the mentioned need in that minor scale. This 

scale has already proved a high reliability in the researches 5. Reliability and validity 

of this test were reviewed by Wilson et al in 2003 and these researches announced 

that it was reliable and valid. Also, it was tested by Iranian managers and students 

and it was proved to have a favorable reliability and validity, so that its Alfa was 

between 0.76 and 0.79. The achieved reliability coefficients run on testees' 

mothers, fathers, romantic partners and friends were reported 0.92, 0.92, 0.92 and 

0.92, respectively. The test validity of this research was calculated for 9 questions 

through Cronbach's alpha and its validity was 0.77. And the validity coefficient was 

calculated 0.62 through split half’s method. 

 

RESULTS  

Here, we present the descriptive findings of the research variables, then the 

results of regressional analysis which were followed to review the research thesis. 

The descriptive data includes average and standard deviation of the research 

variables are mentioned in table 1. 

 
Table1. Mean and Standard Deviation 

Standard Deviation Mean Variable                      Indices 

11.45 51.56 Dialogue dimension 

9.2 30.92 Conformity dimension 

3.33 14.27 Need to Competence 

3.5 14.9 Need to Relatedness 

4.35 15.14 Need to Autonomy 
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 Mean and the standard deviation of the psychological needs satisfaction sub 

– directories and family communication patterns dimension have been prepared 

in order to describe and explain students' status. 

The correlation matrix among the research variables was reviewed before 

testing the research theory. The matrix results are presented in table 2.  

 
Table2. The correlation matrix zero order between variables 

Autonomy Relatedness Competence Conformity 

dimension 

Dialogue 

dimension 

Variables 

    1 Dialogue dimension 

   1 0.39* Conformity 

dimension 

  1 -0.16* 0.44* Competence 

 1 0.45* 0.32* 0.66* Relatedness 

1 0.51* 0.39* -0.23* 0.51* Autonomy 

*P< 0.001 

 

Table3. The variance analysis and the statistical properties of the regression and the beta 

coefficient and its level of significance  

β F R2 

moderator 

variable 

R Predict variables criterion 

 Variables 

*49 .0 8.63 26.0  

51.0 

Dialogue  dimension Needs to 

autonomy 02.0   Conformity 

Dimension   

 
*45.0 7.43 19.0 44.0 Dialogue  dimension Needs to competence 

09.0 Conformity 

Dimension 
*63.0 9.146 44.0 66.0 Dialogue  dimension Needs to relatedness 

08*.0- Conformity 

Dimension 

001.0>P:* 

Comparing table 3 data shows that the dialogue dimension has a meaningful 

influence on the 3 basic psychological needs but the conformity dimension had a 

meaningful influence only on the relation need and it was negative.  

 

DISCUSSION 

The presented research was followed targeting to review the relation 

between family communication patterns and the basic psychological needs 

satisfaction based on the basic psychological needs theory. In this respect, the 

acquired findings showed a relation between them. And these patterns will be 

discussed regarding each need separately. 

 

Relation patterns dimensions and need to autonomy: Among the family 

communication patterns dimensions only the dialogue dimension forecasts 

autonomy need in a positive and meaningful way but the conformity dimension 

couldn't forecasts autonomy need. This research results are in the same direction 
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with koroushnia's14et al. In order to describe this finding, we can say that in the 

families that the people have the chance to dialogue with their parents and the 

other members of their family regarding their activities and programs (dialogue 

dimension), they will receive corrective feedbacks. The relation cycle leads to a 

continuous development in their actions and stabilize their inner discipline. 

Besides, parents' relation type with the children in these families will grow 

independence feeling and personal control and this can help creating a firm 

personality structure 12. Findings show that if a teenager is affectionate by his 

parents, feeling independency will be created in him. In fact, the teenager intends 

to get more data to analyze them. He will use this data to form his independency 

and consequently he will have more independency. 

 

Relation patterns dimensions and need to competence: 

The dialogue dimension could positively and meaningfully forecasts the need 

to competence but the conformity dimension couldn't. The result of this research 

is in the same direction with koroushnia ET al14. The direct influence of family 

dialogue dimension on the students' competence is in the same direction with the 

findings that show families who have a friendly relation with their children and they 

are responsive to their children, their children have a much better self- 

confidence13. Also, it matches with the findings that say the families with a high 

dialogue dimension can transfer their expectations better to their children 10. 

Because we know that transferring expectations to the children will cause them to 

achieve their duties better and they will get to these qualification and competences 

sense of duties. It is something that influences their confidence on doing these 

jobs. Also, families with high level of dialogue emphasize on cooperation and taking 

part in doing the jobs. The children would be very successful in group works. 

Besides, this atmosphere will give the one the power of understanding each other’s 

feelings and it will make him able to support his friends, so these will grow 

competence feeling in the one. 

 

Relation patterns dimensions and need to relatedness: 

 The dialogue dimension forecasts the need to relatedness in a positive and 

meaningful but the conformity dimension forecasts it in a negative way. This 

research results are in the same direction with koroushnia et al., research results 
14. We can explain that the family relation is as the first known experience that the 

individuals learn communicating with the others and they experience various 

emotions 10. And they also learn that free interaction; free family and self – 

motivated communications among the family members cause the kids learn 

communicative skills properly. Consequently, they will be able to communicate 

with the others easily and take part in the dialogues and find new friends. The 

members of the family with high dialogue and free and repeatedly and 

autonomous to have a relation without any barriers. These kids of families spend 
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a lot of time for mutual communication and discussing about various subjects. The 

family members let the other members know about their notions and emotions. 

They describe their ideas regarding the subjects freely and the family members 

make decisions together 10. In all the families with dialogue dimension, they enjoy 

living together. These families teach their kids based on repeating communication, 

various values and the free choice principle and socialize those 9, 10, and 11. In 

addition to having a free atmosphere and repeating and autonomous interactions, 

in the families with dialogue dimension, it causes the individuals to learn the social 

skills properly and they will be successful in communicating with the others. They 

are able form a strong social network of an expanded family, friends and neighbors 

in order to have their support whenever they need them. Besides, the families who 

appreciate the open interactions, the members are more supportive to each other 
9. On the contrary, in the families with conformity dimension, the interactions are 

densed to keep a uniform relation which is reflecting parents' obedience and they 

often use force to conform them and they try to keep the hierarchy 9. They lack 

necessary skills to communicate. People who live in such atmosphere experience 

interpersonal communication in a hierarchical not parallel. In their relations to the 

others, they either surrender easily to the others wills and ignore their wills and 

needs because they consider themselves in lower rank of power structure in the 

interpersonal relations or when they find themselves in a higher position, they will 

try to impose their wills to the others, so they wouldn't be able to have an effective 

and successful relation with the others. 

This research findings provide a deeper picture from the students' 

experiences in a achieving their psychological needs and understandings than their 

parents' relation style and we can present valuable suggestions through these 

researches. The parents can provide a base for experiencing the psychological 

needs for their children through emphasizing dialogue dimension and behaviors 

such as listening, avoiding tongue control, providing data feedback and decreasing 

psychological and behavioral stresses, creating internal attribution in succeeding, 

not to forcing the kids in accepting their wills, encouraging to think independently, 

approving competence of the kids and allowing them to take part in decision 

making. 

Finally, regarding the suggestions and the research barriers, we can say, with 

regard to the limited span of anticipators in this research from the age and 

geographical point of views, it is necessary to take precautions measures in 

generalizing the results to the other regions and group ages. Also, due to the fact 

that this is a correlation research, there's no need to causal inference. 

At the end, it is suggested to review family communication patterns 

relationship with psychological needs satisfaction in the form of a causal model. 
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